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WASHLINK SYSTEMS Gate Controller Gate Control

This document provides comprehensive information for Gate and Loop Control and Status.

The Gate Control allows fast and easy control and status of the gates, pay stations and loops

When emailing or  calling for assistance, you must have the following information available:

Location Name: ______________________________

Contact Person: ______________________________

Contact Phone: ______________________________

Director Service Tag: ______________________________

Distributor Name: ______________________________

COPYRIGHT

2012 Washlink Systems.  All rights reserved.
THIS DOCUMENT IS THE EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OF WASHLINK SYSTEMS AND IS PREPARED 
ONLY FOR USE BY THE COMPANY PURCHASING THE EQUIPMENT.  EDITING, COPYING, 
DISTRIBUTING, AND/OR SELLING THIS DOCUMENT IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED WITHOUT PRIOR 
WRITTEN CONSENT FROM WASHLINK SYSTEMS.  WASHLINK SYSTEMS RESERVES THE RIGHT 
TO EDIT THIS DOCUMENT IN ANY MANNER DEEMED NECESSARY, AT ANY TIME, AND WITHOUT 
PRIOR NOTICE.
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1.  Press either GATE CNTRL - allows loops to be bypassed (for one car) and force up or down (page 4)

2.  P/S & INFO – Lets you know if there is any input or signal we are waiting for or need cleared (page 5)

1. 2.
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  3.  If pressed and held for 2 seconds, the system will think the Merge Loop was activated by a car 

(Note:  assuming the system is waiting for the loop signal)

  4.  Is the pay station enabled, when no the pay station will go to an out of order state (if supported and

       wired to the pay station)

  5.  This is an idicator of the gate position, when the gate is down, it will show YES when gate is not

       down, it will show NO

  6.  When pressed the first time will change to yes and the gate will get an up signal, when pressed the

       second time, will change to no and now the gate can be closed either automatically or by force

       down button 

(Note:  if Force gate up is YES, Gate will NOT close)

  7.  If gate is up and not forced or getting an up signal, when pressed first time will change to yes, then

       when pressed the second time will change to no and the gate will get a down signal

  8.  If pressed and held for 2 seconds, the system will think the Gate Loop was activated by a car 

(Note:  assuming the system is waiting for the loop signal)

  9.  While pressed, sends a momentary signal to reset pay station (if supported and wired to the pay

       station)

10.  If within hours and system able, a wet down will be granted

11.  Brings you back to main gate screen

12.  Reset of loop detectors if system is SMARTLink

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. 11. 12.
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13.  This is an indicator if the Merge Loop thinks a car is over it, ON = YES, OFF = NO.

       If ON and no car is over the loop it most likely needs to be reset.  To reset, go to Loop Detector

       (typically in Gate Controller Enclosure in Equipment Room.  If SMARTLink, see note 12 on page 4)

       and press reset button or toggle switch.

14.  This is an indicator if the Gate Loop thinks a car is over it, ON = YES, OFF = NO.

       If ON and no car is over the loop it most likely needs to be reset.  To reset, go to Loop Detector

       (typically in Gate Controller Enclosure in Equipment Room.  If SMARTLink, see note 12 on page 4)

       and press reset button or toggle switch.

15.  If this displays a YES, the system is waiting for the Gate Loop to be cycled.  If the car has already

       passed the Gate Loop, press To Gate Control and bypass the correct Lanes Gate Loop (page 4).

16.  If this displays a YES, the gate is not closed and the system will wait until it is down to proceed.

       If the car has already passed the Gate Loop, either the gate loop is stuck (Loop Status is ON #14)

       or the gate was manually raised and needs to be closed, press To Gate Control (page 4).

17.  If this displays a YES, the gate loop is stuck on and will most likely need to be reset, to reset, go to

       Loop Detector (typically in Gate Controller Enclosure in Equipment Room.  If SMARTLink, see

       note 12 on page 4) and press reset button or toggle switch.

18.  If this displays a YES, the system is waiting on the car to pass the Merge Loop.  If the car has

       already passed the Merge Loop, it will need to be bypassed Press To Gate control (Page 4)

19.  If within hours and system able, a wet down will be granted

20.  Brings you back to main gate screen

21.  Brings yo to Gate Control (page 4)

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19. 20. 21.
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